We consider a circulation system arising in turbulence modelling in fluid dynamics with unbounded eddy viscosities. Various notions of weak solution are considered and compared. We establish existence and regularity results. In particular we study the boundedness of weak solutions. We also establish an existence result for a classical solution.
Introduction
Let Ω be an open bounded set in R 3 , with a Lipschitz boundary. We consider the following turbulent circulation model : Email address: Pierre.Dreyfuss@iecn.u-nancy.fr (P. Dreyfuss). URL: www.iecn.u-nancy.fr/~dreyfuss (P. Dreyfuss).
We study Problem (P ) under the following main assumption:
f ∈ L r (Ω), with r > 3 2 a, ν : R + → R + are continuous ∃ δ > 0 : a(s), ν(s) ≥ δ ∀s ∈ R + Problem (P) is a simplified scalar version of the RANS model arising in oceanography (see [10, 11, 1] ): the function u is an idealisation of the mean velocity of the fluid and k is the turbulent kinetic energy. The mathematical analysis of (P) is a step towards better understanding the RANS model. Various studies were made in this direction. Some existence results were established in [10, 7] . In this paper we focus on the case where the viscosity functions a and ν are not a priori bounded. In fact (see [11, 7] ), in the relevant physical situation, we have
We will establish an existence result for a weak solution for (P) under less restrictive assumptions than in [7] . An important feature is that our assumptions are satisfied under (H p ), contrarily to the assumptions made in [7] . Moreover we give additional regularity results for the weak solution we obtain. In particular, under (H 0 ) and the following additional assumption: a is proportional to ν, ∂Ω is of class C 2,α , f ∈ C 0,α (Ω) and ν ∈ C 1,α (R + ), we prove the existence of a classical solution for (P).
We also compare our results with the results presented in [10] .
Another feature of our work is to considere various notions of weak solution for Problem (P): W -solution, H-solution, distributional solution, renormalized solution, 'energy solution', classical solution. We give some relations between these notions.
Notions of weak solution for (P)
We can reformulate equation (P).2 by using the Kirchoff transform. Let
Instead of (P).2, we can consider
on Ω,
In fact, from every distributional solution K ∈ W 1 (Ω) of (P).2' we obtain a distributional solution k of (P).2 by setting k = A −1 (K). This property is related to the facts that A is invertible, A −1 (0) = 0 and |A −1 (s)| ≤ C.s (this can be seen by using the assumptions made on ν in (H 0 )).
The situation is more complicated for equation (P).1, where the a priori unbounded coefficient ν(k) appears in the principal part of the operator and cannot be removed. Hence we have to restrict u to satisfy the energy condition
Nevertheless we will see later on that various non equivalent notions of weak solution can be considered for (P).1. We will introduce the notions of W-solution and H-solution. It is also possible to consider the notion of renormalized solution (see [10] chap.5). In [7] the authors defined another notion that they call energy solution.
We will give some relations between these notions in the Appendix I.
Remark now that under the restriction (1), the right hand side in (P).2 (or in (P).2') is only a priori in L 1 (Ω). Hence (see [2] ) it is natural to seek k in the space ∩ p<3/2 W 1,p 0 (Ω). We want to find a function u vanishing on ∂Ω that satisfies the energy condition (1) . This leads to considering the following spaces:
where we used the notation
For any measurable function k, the map [.] k defines a norm on W k . In the general situation H k and W k are not equal. Moreover W k is not necessarily complete and a function in H k does not always have a uniquely defined gradient (see [14] ). If we assume that ν(k) ∈ L 1 (Ω) then W k is complete and in fact H k ⊂ W k are Hilbert spaces (see [6, 14, 13] ) when they are equipped with the scalar product
Consequently, we will consider the following two distinct notions of solution for (P).1:
Finally, we define the following notions of weak solution for (P):
k is a distributional solution of (P).2 and u is a H k -solution of (P).1
k is a distributional solution of (P).2 and u is a W k -solution of (P).1
Main results
Let (H 1 ) and (H 2 ) denote the following conditions:
We will establish:
and
Corollary 1 Assume that in addition to (H 0 ) and (H 1 ) we have
Then the W-solution (u, k) given in Theorem 1 is a distributional solution of (P). 
and (u, k) is a classical solution of (P).
Discussion of the results
In Theorem 1 we give an existence result of a W-solution. We next give some regularity results: firstly the property (2) and secondly (in Theorem 2) the property (4). Finally, in Theorem 2 we give an existence result for a classical solution for (P).
The main previous studies of Problem (P) are presented in [10] chap. 5 and in [7] .
In [10] chap.5, the authors prove the existence of a renormalized solution for (P) under the assumptions (H 0 ) and (H 2 ). It seems that their proof also works under (H 0 ) and (H 1 ). Nevertheless the notion of renormalized solution is very weak. A renor-
In [7] the authors introduced a notion of solution that they call 'energy solution' (see the Appendix I). In fact an 'energy solution' is a W-solution which satisfies an additional property ensuring that H k = W k (the additionnal property imposed is sufficient but not necessary to have this equality). Under this point of view an 'energy solution' is slighty stronger than a W-solution. However, their existence result is obtained by assuming complicated conditions on the coefficients a and ν which are not exactly satisfied in the physically relevant situation (H p ), but only in the following approximate situation:
for some ǫ > 0 we have:
On the contrary, our assumptions in Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are very simple, and they are satisfied in (H p ). Note also that we establish the regulartity property (2) which are not established in [7] (or in [10] ).
In the Appendix I we also give a new existence result for an 'energy solution'.
In Theorem 2 we assume that (H 0 ) and (H 2 ) hold. These assumptions are fulfilled in the physical situation (H p ) if a 2 ν 1 = a 1 ν 2 . We then prove that u and k are Hölder continuous. In particular we give here a positive answer to a central question put in [7] : k is bounded. Note that in this situation we clearly have
We next establish the existence of a classical solution for Problem (P) by assuming some differentiability properties for a and ν. These properties are fulfilled in the situation (H ′ p ) if a 2 ν 1 = a 1 ν 2 . It seems that this result is completely new: the existence of a classical solution for (P) was not studied in any previous work.
Organization of the paper
In the sequel n will always denote an arbitrary integer greater or equal to one, and C (possibly with subscript) will denote a positive real that does not depend on n, but that can differ from one part to another. We always consider the space H 1 0 (Ω) equipped with the gradient norm. The condition (H 0 ) is always assumed.
• In section 2 we introduce an approximate sequence (u n , k n ) of solutions obtained by truncating the coefficients a and ν. We immediatly obtain the basic estimates :
The point is that we establish the following fundamental estimates:
The first estimate above is proved by developping further a technique due to Stampacchia. The second is obtained under the assumption (H 1 ). The proof is based on the following idea: if (u, k) is a solution of (P), we formally have
In other words one can hope that the second member in the second equation in (P) is more regular than it seems.
In fact, we prove that a similar relation to (5) holds for the approximate sequence. By using next that (u n ) is uniformly bounded in L ∞ (Ω), we obtain ( * ) which is the key estimate to prove Theorem 1.
• In section 3 we extract from (u n , k n ) a subsequence converging to some element denoted by (u, k). Under the assumptions (H 0 ) and (H 1 ), we directly obtain that
We prove that moreover we have:
• In section 4 we pass to the limit in the approximating Problems. In a first step we prove that u is a W k -solution of (P).1. To do this, we use the test functions
is a sequence of functions that cut off the large values), and we pass to the limits n → ∞, q → ∞. We next prove that the energies of the approximating sequence converge to the energy Ω ν(k)|∇u| 2 . Finally we can pass to the limit in the second equation in order to prove that k is a distributional solution of (P).2. We then obtain Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 follows.
• In section 5 we assume that (H 0 ) and (H 2 ) hold. In a first step we obtain the estimate
Hence k ∈ L ∞ and by using the De Giorgi-Nash Theorem we prove the Hölder continuity of u and k. Next, by assuming additional regularity on ν, ∂Ω and f we can apply the Schauder's estimates and we prove Theorem 2.
• In the Appendix I we study some relations between the notions of W -solution, H-solution, distributional solution, renormalized solution and 'energy solution' for Problem (P). We continue the discussion begun in Subsection 1.3 and we also establish a new existence result for an 'energy solution' for Problem (P). In the Appendix II we recall some basic properties of Hölder continuous functions.
Approximating sequence and estimates
We assume that (H 0 ) holds and we set
where T n is the truncated function defined by T n (t) = min(n, t).
We consider the Problem of finding (
For any n ≥ 1, Problem (P n ) is well posed because a n , ν n ∈ L ∞ (R) and a
It is proved in [7] that a solution (u n , k n ) exists for any n ≥ 1. Moreover, the following basic properties were established:
We now establish
Before proving this lemma we point out that the assumption f ∈ L r (Ω), with r > 3 2 made in (H 0 ) implies that
This last property is easy to prove by using the Sobolev injection Theorem.
Proof
We will obtain the estimate (11) by using the technique presented on p.108 in [12] . In order to prove that C 3 is independent of n we have to detail the technique of Stampacchia.
Recall that f satisfies (12) and then by using a classical result (see [3] ) there exists
For s ≥ 0, we define the measurable set A n (s) ⊂ Ω by setting
We also introduce
It is proved in [12] that ϕ ∈ H 1 0 (Ω) and
By testing (13) with v = ϕ, we obtain
Remark now that assumption ν(s) ≥ δ > 0 in (H 0 ) implies that ν n (k n ) ≥ min(δ, 1). Consequently the bilinear form b n is uniformly coercive on H 1 0 (Ω). By using this property together with the Hölder inequality, we obtain from (15):
Hence by using the Cauchy inequality together with the Hölder inequality we obtain
On the other hand, the Poincaré-Sobolev inequality gives
Let now t > s. It is clear that A n (t) ⊂ A n (s) and consequently
We set ψ n (s) := A n (s) , ∀s ≥ 0 For fixed n, ψ n is a decreasing function, and from the estimates (16)- (18), we obtain
where we have used the notation β :=
Both quantity β andC 3 do not depend on n. Hence by using Lemma 4.1 in [12] it follows: ψ n (θ) = 0,
This property tells precisely that (11) holds true with C 3 = θ.
Notice that the bilinear form
is also uniformly coercive on H 1 0 (Ω). Moreover, the sequence
is imbedded in L ∞ (Ω). We can then apply again the technique of Stampacchia detailed in the proof of lemma 3, and obtain:
Nevertheless the control we have on {h n } is obtained from (9) , which gives a uniform bound in the L 1 -norm for the sequence. This is not enough to obtain a uniform estimate for {k n } in the L ∞ -norm. However we can establish:
Lemma 4 Assume that (H 0 ) and (H 1 ) hold. Then we have
a n (s) ≥ γ 1 ν n (s), γ 1 = min(1, γ) (20) Ω a n (k n )|∇k n | 2 ≤ C 5(21)
Proof
The estimate (20) is easy to obtain. Its verification is left to the reader. Let (u n , k n ) be the chosen approximating sequence. We have from (11) and (19) that
It follows (see [3] 
is admissible for (P n ).1 and we get
By testing (P n ).2 with ϕ = k n , we obtain:
by using the properties T n (s) ≤ s and (8).
Hence, by combining (22) with (23) we have:
We can estimate the term II as follows:
Poincaré-Sobolev Ineq.
Young Ineq.
for any ǫ > 0 given
where δ > 0 is the constant given in (H 0 ). The last inequality was obtained by choosing ǫ = δ/(3C 1 ), using the estimate (11) and by settingC 2 = 3C 1 2 /δ 2 .
We next estimate the term III:
where C 3 , γ 1 are the constants that appear in (11) and (20). The last inequality follows from the Young inequality. Recall now the inequality (24) and use the estimates established for the terms II and III. We obtain:
By using (25) together with (9) we finally obtain (21).
3 Basic convergence results for (u n , k n )
The estimates established in the previous section allow us to extract a converging subsequence from (u n , k n ). We have
Lemma 5 1. Assume that (H 0 ) holds. Then we can extract a subsequence (still denoted by
(u n , k n )) such that a n (k n )∇k n ⇀ a(k)∇k in L p (Ω), p < 3 2 (26) k n → k a.e in Ω (27) u n ⇀ u in H 1 0 (Ω) (28) u n * ⇀ u in L ∞ (Ω)(29)
If in addition the condition (H 1 ) is fulfilled then we may assume that
The properties (26) and (27) are obtained from (10) . The property (28) is obtained by using the estimate (9) together with the assumption ν(s) ≥ δ > 0 in (H 0 ). We establish (29) from the estimate (11).
2. By using Lemma 4 together with the assumption a(s) ≥ δ > 0 in (H 0 ) we obtain (30). Notice that the k appearing in (26), (27) and (30) is necessarily the same in the three situations.
We are able to prove additional regularity results for the element (u, k) introduced in Lemma 5. For technical reasons we introduce the sequence {h q } q∈N of real functions defined in [10] p. 185. It satisfies: 
We take over the arguments presented in [10] p. 192. For q ≥ 1, we set 3 and we can extract a subsequence weakly convergent to some η q ∈ (L 2 (Ω)) 3 . On the other hand, we have
and thus
We now use a classical property of the weak convergence in L 2 (Ω):
where C 1 is a constant independent of q given in (9) . By using properties (34) and (31) we can see that
Hence by the Fatou Lemma we finally obtain:
2. If the additional assumption (H 1 ) holds, then we have the estimate (21) and the previous reasoning allows us to obtain (36)
4 The proof of theorem 1
In the previous section we have proved that under (H 0 ) we can extract a converging subsequence of (u n , k n ). If moreover (H 1 ) holds then the limit (u, k) obtained satisfies:
Passing to the limit in (P n ).1
We recall that the space W k was defined by
We now establish: 
. We consider the function v := h q (k n )ϕ. By recalling the properties (31)-(34) of h q , we can verify that
. By testing (P n ).1 with v, we obtain:
In a first step we fix q and we study the behaviour of terms I, II and III when n tends to infinity. By using the property (32) we see that
and by using (32) together with (27) we obtain
Consequently
and by also employing (28) we get:
We now estimate II. From (33) we obtain:
where the second inequality is obtained by using (20).
For the last term we get
By using the estimates (41)- (43) together with (40) we obtain that for any fixed
We next remark that the integrand in J 1 converges for a.e. x ∈ Ω to ν(k)∇u∇ϕ when q tends to infinity. Moreover by using (31) together with the fact that ϕ ∈ W k we can see that the integrand in J 1 is dominated by |ν(k)∇u∇ϕ| ∈ L 1 (Ω). Consequently, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem we get
Similarly we can see that
At this stage we have proved that
and it remains to show that the condition ϕ ∈ L ∞ (Ω) is not necessary. Let ϕ ∈ W k and i ∈ N. We consider
given by ϕ i = T i (ϕ). By using some basic properties of T i (see [7] ), we see that |ϕ i | ≤ |ϕ|, |∇ϕ i | ≤ |∇ϕ|, ϕ i → ϕ a.e , and ∇ϕ i → ∇ϕ a.e in Ω. Consequently, if we take ϕ i as test function in (45), we can pass to the limit i → ∞ and we obtain (39).
In Lemma 7 we have showed that u is a W k -solution of (P).1. In order to prove Theorem 1 we have to prove that k is a distributional solution of (P).2. We need first to establish: 
Proof We test (P n ).1 with the function u n . By using (28) we obtain:
where the latter equality is obtained by testing (39) with u. We set η n := ν n (k n )∇u n and η := ν(k)∇u. The relation (47) tells us that
We can next take over the arguments presented in [10] Lemma 5.3.4 in order to obtain:
Finally properties (49) and (48) imply that the convergence is strong in (49), and (46) follows.
The Proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1
Assume that (H 0 ) and (H 1 ) hold. In Lemma 5 we have extracted a subsequence (u n , k n ) which converges in a certain sense to an element (u, k). This element has the properties (37)-(38). Next we have established (39). Let now ϕ ∈ C ∞ c (Ω). By using (26) we get:
We next remark that the property (46) ensures that
Recall that the sequence (u n , k n ) satisfies (P n ).2. Then relation (50) together with (51) allows to take the limit in (P n ).2. We get:
Thus (P).2 is fulfilled in the distributional sense. At this point we have obtained (37), (38), (39) and (52). The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Assume now that the condition (3) in Corollary 1 is fulfilled. By using (38) together with the Sobolev Injection Theorem we get k ∈ L 6 (Ω) and thus ν(k) ∈ L 1 (Ω). Then we can conclude the proof of Corollary 1 by using Proposition 9 in the Appendix I: (u, k) is a distributional solution of (P).
The proof of Theorem 2
We assume in this section that (H 0 ) and (H 2 ) hold. In this situation all the results presented in section 2 and section 3 are valid. For technical reasons we slightly modify the definition of a n by setting a n (s) := γν n (s),
where γ > 0 is the constant appearing in (H 2 ) and ν n is defined as before.
We will now consider Problems (P n ) modified by the new definition (53) of a n . Nevertheless the modification is very sligth, and all the results presented in the previous section can be recovered easly. The verifications are left to the reader.
We now prove that we have the new estimate:
In order to prove this result we set
and we remark that (P n ).2 leads to Ω a n (k n )∇χ n ∇ϕ = Ω f u n ϕ ∀ϕ ∈ H 1 0 (Ω).
Recall that a n (k n ) ≥ γmin(1, δ) > 0, a n (k n ) ∈ L ∞ (Ω) and note that the sequence f u n is uniformly bounded in L r (Ω) with r > 3/2. These properties are sufficient (see the proof of Lemma 3) to get the estimate
where C does not depend on n.
The estimate (54) is finally obtained by using Lemma 3 together with (56). Consequently, in addition to the properties in Lemma 5 we may assume that
We will now prove that u, k ∈ C 0,α (Ω) for some α ∈ (0, 1).
Let λ := ν(k). We have λ, λ −1 ∈ L ∞ (Ω) and
Recall also that f have the property (12). Hence we can apply the De Giorgi-Nash Theorem (see for instance [5] Prop. 6 p.683 or [8] Th. 8.22 and Th. 8.29). We obtain that u ∈ C 0,α 1 (Ω) for some α 1 ∈ (0, 1). We next set χ := k+(γ/2)u 2 . Then χ ∈ H 
By using the fact that u ∈ L ∞ (Ω) in (60), we can again apply the De Giorgi-Nash Theorem to get χ ∈ C 0,α 2 (Ω) for some α 2 ∈ (0, 1). Hence also k is Hölder continuous, and (58) follows.
Let α ∈ (0, 1) be a generic parameter that can differ from one part to another. We assume now that ∂Ω is of class C 2,α , f ∈ C 0,α (Ω) and ν ∈ C 1,α (R + ). We will prove the second part of Theorem 2 by iterating the Schauder estimates. We have λ = ν(k) ∈ C 0,α (Ω) (see the Appendix II) and then, by applying the Schauder estimate (see [4] Theorem 2.7 p. 154) on (59) we get u ∈ C 1,α (Ω). Similarily, from equation (60) we obtain χ ∈ C 1,α (Ω) and thus k ∈ C 1,α (Ω). Hence (see Appendix II) λ ∈ C 1,α (Ω). By iterating again the Schauder estimates (see now Theorem 2.8 p.154 in [4] ) we obtain that u and k are in C 2,α (Ω). Finally we see that (u, k) is a classical solution of (P). Theorem 2 is proven.
